Simultaneous localization of transcription and early processing markers allows dissection of functional domains in the plant cell nucleolus.
Nucleolar transcription in isolated onion cell nuclei was visualized, after Br-UTP incorporation, under the conventional fluorescence microscope, the confocal microscope, and the transmission electron microscope. The confocal microscopy study of transcription was combined with immunodetection of fibrillarin, a component of the RNP complex involved in the early processing of pre-rRNA. Superposition of transcription and fibrillarin images from the same optical section showed some small "black holes" in the nucleolus, around which a lateral and radial differentiation of labeling was observed: laterally, zones corresponding to transcription labeling alternated with zones of fibrillarin labeling; radially, areas of transcription gradually became areas of colocalization of transcription and fibrillarin, and, further outward, of fibrillarin alone, which occupied the major part of the labeled nucleolar area. Three-dimensional reconstruction of the nucleolar transcription labeling, from confocal optical sections, showed clusters of foci arranged around an area of low or no labeling. Thin labeled extensions, connecting single foci, were observed. Visualization of transcription at the ultrastructural level identified the black holes as fibrillar centers, in view of their size and the absence of labeling in them. In fact, most of the labeling was observed in discrete areas of the dense fibrillar component, near fibrillar centers, including the transition area between these two components. This observation was supported by a quantitative study. Otherwise, the outline of fibrillar centers did not appear entirely surrounded by particles, and a minor proportion of particles was detected dispersed throughout the dense fibrillar component. As a complementary study, the transcription factor upstream binding factor (UBF) and the protein NopA64, a plant nucleolin homologue, were immunolocalized. Small foci of UBF localization alone and other foci in which the two protein markers overlapped were observed. The outer areas of the nucleolus showed the exclusive presence of NopA64. Under the electron microscope, UBF labeling, quantitatively assessed, appeared as clusters of particles, most of them surrounding fibrillar centers. A graphic model is presented to give a molecular interpretation of these data.